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Problems of the Rio Grande Watershed
A Symposium

Edited by -Thomas Nickerson

. INTRODUCTION

There are indications from all quarters that the seriousness 6f ,the
watershed problem facing the Rio, Grande Valley is not fully. appreciated
by the residents of New Mexico. The continued use oCthe valley fo.r agri
cultural and stockraising purposes, and even for mere habitation, is gravely
endangered if conditions on the. watershed above the valley continue t~

.accelerate the processes of erosion. .
Several factors have been responsible for these conditions. They in

clude the unregulated cutting of timber during the early eighties, a practice
which continues' even to the present' time on some privately owned areas.
A second factor is the overuse of the range on federal, state, and private
lands. Such overuse is largely responsible for the det~rioration both of the.
upper and lower portions .of the watershed. Without satisfactory ground
cover, we cannot hope to control the How of water in the watershed-irre
spective of any dams anc;l other mechanical structures which might be in
stalled. ,The river bed will inevitably continue to rise as a result of the
deposition of silt from the surrounding areas. There will follow a corre
sponding rise in the water level in the midfile valley. If tIi~s aggradation,
as it is called, continues unchecked, farms wlill shortly be waterlogged, busi
ness will stagnate, and the inhabitants of th~ valley will have to seek greener
fields elsewhere.

·1

The foregoing may appear to be a radical statement. But these are
the facts~facts which have been established by the investigations of various
federal agencies over a period of many ye~rs. An exaI!lple familiar to many
of us is the town of San Marcial, which several. years ago was HoodedJand
ruined by deposition of silt from the Rio Grande. A repetitio~ of this
occurrence on a vastly larger scale is an imminent. possibility unless com
prehensive measures are taken to counteract the present trend. Various
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"remedial projects are now under consideration by state, county, and federal
groups. These should be vigorously prosecuted if the prosperity of the
people is to continue. It is important that the public should inform itself
upon the extent of the impending danger and upon what measures are
capable of combatting it. For it is the public who will either sink or swim.
Awareness of the true state of matters is a prerequisite to popular pressure
in support of appropriate action.

The studies and plans of the several federal and state agencies over the
past ten years provide reliable data for a plan of action. Prior to the war,
the Illterdepartmental Rio Grande Board1 endeavored to co-ordinate these
plans.' In order to expedite action, the Army Engineers have, more recently
perfected plans and specifications covering the flood control and power
phas~s of such plans.

The initial section of $e following symposium sets foith the general
problem as viewed by the Army Engineers.

The second section deals with soil conservation as practiced by-the Soil
Conservation Service. This work is a particularly important factor in any
comprehensive prQgram. It has been responsible for the fact ~at operators
on the watershed are practicing better farming methods and better range
use oLtheir pasture lands, and are learning how to conservei the water on
the gtound rather than allow it to run wild and increase er~sion on their
lands ana on that of others. An act known as the Wheeler-Case Act provided
a program implemeD:ted with funds capable of giving' immediate assistance
to the rural economy, and of improving pre-existing irrigation structures
and supplemental dams. These dams impounded flood waters which could
be used later in the growing season' without penalizing the valley irrigation.
This program should have had far wider application throughout the water
shed, ~or it directly benefited the middle and lower valleys and at the same
time bettered the economy of the rural ~'communities, which are in dire
need of;;.all assistance possible.

Section three is an excellent treatment of upstream development.
There is a feeling in s~me quarters that any change in the use of irrigation
waters in the upper watershed will be immediately reflected in less water
for the lower valley. It is felt that this premise is incorrect. ,For the water
which might be held in the upper watershed for supplemental irrigation
would normally be wasted in flood times and do damage to the middle and
lower valley by aggradation of the river bed through the deposition of silt,
and by the cutting away of fertile agricultural lands.' .

There then follow, in order, sections describing the activities and aims

1 This board is composed of four agencies of the Department of Agriculture-the
Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farm Security Administration, and the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and four agencies of the Department lof the Interior
the Indian Service, the Grazing Service, the Reclamation Service, and tb.e General Land
Office.
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PROBLEMS OF 'rHE RIO GRANDE WATERSHED 119

Administering Agency

Forest Service. Dept. of Agriculture
Indian Service, Dept. of the Interior
Grazing Service, Dept. of the Interior 
State Land Office
Individuals

National Forests
Indian Lands
Public Domain
State Lands
Private Lands
Miscellaneous, Urban

and Railroad

of the Forest Service, the Indian Service, and the Grazing Service. Sec~ion

.eight deals with work among the mountain people, section nin~ with
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy matters, and a final section with the atti-
tude of the businessman toward wate'hhed problems. ~

The following table may. serve to give the uninitiated a clearer pnder
standing of the types of land included in the watershed and the agencies
which are responsible for them. .
Land Status Percent of

Watershed •.
20%

12%
12%
6%

4°%

100%

This complex land ownership pattern calls for close co-operation be
tween private landowners and government agencies 1£ the watershed prob
lem is to be solved.

The recently proposed Anderson Bill, in its original draft, was similar
to the TVA. It was designed to help remedy the co.nditions in the valley.
However, many of the interested groups felt that a Valley Authority was
premature and that it would not sotve the problem in its entirety. The
Anderson Bill has been subst.antially rewritten. ILprovides, among other
things, that the Bureau of Reclamation take over the Conservancy District
jointly with the Reconstruction Finance CorpWation. Regardless of. the
merit of that proposal, it fails to solve the basic problem which is focused
above the middle valley and must be remedie~ first. For without a st~ble

and controlled watershed, which means a steady flow of clear water into the
valley floor, the over-all picture will not be improved. It must be empha
sizeq again and again that conservative use of the range and timber c~)Ver

is a must, for revegetation on portions of the ranges is essential. Some
dams for flood control are necessary, but it should be remembered that the
upper watershed is the water-producing area, and that this area, together
with the ranges adjoining the .agricultural landS, must maintain a proper
grass and timber cover at all times. Otherwise, excessive erosion, floods,
and aggradation of the river bed will continue to accelerate, and no amount
of flood conttol structures will save the valley, its farms, its railroad, its
cities, and its villages.

. It should again be emphasized that more conseryative use of the water
shed is imperative-a use which envisions 'a co-ordination of water storage
and soil conservation upstream with the more dramatic downstream struc-
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120 NEW "MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW

tures. To achieve this end necessitates the closest possible c~-operation be- .
~een all administering agencies, and between these agencies and the people
concerned. And all of us are concerned if the middle valley is to be effec
tively operative fifty years hence, rather than becoming an amplified coun
terpart of the ghost village of San Marcial. The simile is not a bit far
fetched. Unless concerted and unselfish action is taken, and promptly,
we'll all go down the river, so to speak, and in the same boat. .

JOHN ADAMS, Chairman
Interdepartmental Rio Grande Board

I
THE GENERAL PROBLEM

Any plan fqr the ultimate development of the· Rio Grande Basin
should provide for the fullest possible conservation and explaitation of the
natural resources with which the basin is endowed. Although this area
is extremely rich in certain of these resources, some of them have been only
meagerly developed to date. This is principally. true of agriculture and
water power. The importance of these two features in our national econ
omy pas been brought out very clearly by the present needs of war, and
there is no reason to believe that they will be of less importance during the
postwar period.

In the semi-arid Rio Grande Basin the waters of this river must be
co~trolled, conserved, and used to the fullest possible extent, both for the:;
development of agriculture and the generation of power. In addition,
steps must be taken to retain the meager rainfall on the land in order to
improve grazing conditions and check the deluge of silt~from entering the
river channel. This involves the contouring of range lands, controlled
grazing, erosion control, and the establishment of other effective soil con
servation measures on tributary areas within the watershed. It involves
the control of floods by the impounding of flood waters in reservoirs so that
these waters may be put to beneficial use instead of remaining a destructive
force. It involves the desilting of these waters so that the river bed will
degrade, thus establishing a well-defined channel which will carry any
uncontrolled flood waters as well as allow effective drainage of irrigated
lands adjacent to the river. It involves the use of available ~ater for irri
gation to the: maximum practical extent. It involves the ·production of
the maximum amount of hydroelectric power consist~nt with other uses
of water. It further involves the establishment of the most efficient prac
tices of fish and wildlife conservation and the construction of suitable
recreational facilities where practical. .

The necessary steps for the development of the Rio Grande Basin
enumerated in the preceding paragraph are not in any way in conflict with
each other, and all have been under study by appropriate federal agencies.

4
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The Soil Conservation Service, the Grazing Service, and the Forest Service
have conducted extensive surveys: and are at the present time actively en-

.. gaged in effectuating measures for rainfall retention on the' land, soil con
se~ation, and erosion control. The United States Engineer Department
has recently cQmpleted surveys and studies for flood control, supplemental
irrigation water, hydroelectric' power generation,"silt control, and degrada
tion of the channel. The United States Bureau of Reclamation is also

.actively engaged in a study similar to that completed by the United States
Engineer Department with special emphasis on the irrigation features. In
conjunction with studies made by the. United States Engineer Department,
the federal Power Commis~ion has made power surveys of the middle Rio
Grande basin and 'adjacent areas. The Fish and Wildlife Service as well
as the National Park Service has investigated the wildlife and recreational
features which may be developed in conjunction with other improvements.

The various surveys and studies conducted by the above agencies' indi
cate that a general development'of die Rio Grande Basin is feasible froin
the engineering standpoint and economically justifi~d. Appreciable work
has already been done toward soil conservation and erosion control. The
United States Engineer Department h~ evolved a plan for flood and 'silt
control which reduces all floods to safe channel capacity, provides a more
dependable irrigation supply, provides for the generation of hydroelectric
power, and results in degradation of the channel throughout the middle
valley. These results can be obtainetl without placing~an undue financial
burden on the middle valley. The plan would remove only a small amount
of irrigat~d land fro~ the tax rolls, and at the same time better drainage
would make an appreciable amount of marginal land suitable for irrigation.
In developing .the plan of improvement, care was exercised to avoid 'dam
age to any historical landmarks or Indian Pueblos, which constitute an
irreplaceable asset to the basin.., .

LT. COL. R. E. COLE, District, Engineer
I U. S. Army Engineers Office

Il'

SOIL CONSERVATION,

The continued use of the highly productive areas of the Rio Grande
watershed depends upon the solution' of three outstanding problems of
soil and water conservation-the erosion of farm lan' by irrigation water,
the deposition of silt and gravel, on farm lands by side arroyos, and the
raising of the ground-water level and flooding of crop land caused by the
constant aggradation of the Rio Grande bed.

The Soil Conservation SerVice believes that the responsibility for
achievin:,g and maintaining soil and water conservation and proper land
use restS first with the landowners. Even if govet:'nment agencies could

5
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install all the measures needed to solve these problems, they would not be
permanently effective unless the land users believed in them. The solu
tion of many of these problems is in local treatment of farms and ranc4es,
which'necessitates the development of local programs. Soil Conservgtion
districts, organized and governed by land users, are. legal subdivisions of
the State set up to handle these programs. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agencies assist these districts as well as other organized bodies
which have legal authority and are interested in furthering soil and water
c~nservation and proper land use. The Service does this. by providing
tec.hnical advice on the land itself, in 'order that each acre on each farm or
ranch may be treated in accordance with its individual needs and capa
bilities.

Irrigation methods that will bring about sufficient water penetration
to grow crops and at the same time prevent erosion of the fertile topsoil
are being advocated by Soil Conservation Service technicians. The experi
ence of many farmers has proved that larger yields can be obtained with
less' water if the land' is carefully prepared for irrigation and the faIm
irrigation system is properly laid out. The ideal preparation gives land
a very small and uniform slope in one direction and makes it level in
the other direction so that when water is applied in. sufficient quanity it
will spread evenly over the surface. This brings about uniform penetra
tion of water on the whole field without waste. The depth of soil and
slope of the land often prevent perfect leveling; in such caseS, special irri
gating methods must be used in order that water can be kept under full
control at all times.

"

But of even greater danger to irrigated land in New Mexico is the
deposition of silt and gravel from summer flash floods in side arroyos.
This damage usually comes from a narrow belt, five to twenty miles wide,
along the edge of irrigated valleys where the mesa breaks to the valley
lerel. It is possible that vegetation on this sloping land has always been'
scanty. The natural vegetation was probably furtI1er depleted by early
settlers along the streams, who allowed livestock to graze these rangelands,
thereby denuding them. As the grass cover decreased, natural drainage
ways eroded more readily, and more and more silt and gravel traveled
down tp the farmland.

The Soil Conservation Service encourages conservation gt:azing. in
these areas p.nd assists conservation districts in reseeding and other prac-,
tices that will restore a protective vegetative 'cover to barren sections.

But prQbably the most serious problem in the Rio Grande watershed. .

is the rising of the river bed. This process, which is going on at a rate
of three inches a year, creates two hazards. It disrup!s the drainage sys
tem of the valley lands and necessitates the building and maintenance of
levees.

6
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.;The silt deposited in the beu of the Rio Grande comes from all'over

the watershed, though, some parts, such as the Rio P~erco area, are notable
contributors. A small~ amount of this silt can be classed as geologic erosion,
and is due to natural processes, but by far the large;t part of it comes from
gullies and arroyos on range land fx:om which the vegetative ~over has
been removed, and from caving banks of the numerous arroyos and stream
channels. ~t has been estimated, that 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 ton~ of sedi
ment were carried annually into the middle' Rio Grande valley between
1937 and 1941. Two thirds of this was deposited in the river bed and
valley lands, and the rest of it was carried into the Elephant Butte Res
ervoir. This reservoir, the sole supply of water for 155,000 highly produc
tive acres, has lost 17 per cent of its original storage capacity since 1915.

'The silt that is deposited in the bed of the Rio Grande prevents the
drainage system of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District from func
tioning as was inten<!ed. Drain outlets for the area alie now several feet
higher than they were when constructed, and the, water table is much
higher than it would be if the drains co_uld function properly. This < con
dition becomes worse as the riverbed continues to rise, and unless this
process can be halted, it appears that most of the farm land of the middle
Rio Grande valley will in time becople waterlogged and useless. ~ ,
. The rising of the Rio 'Grande stream bed has also-reduced the capacity

of the channel to carry spring floodS. For many years it has been necessary
to maintain levees to increase (the '. natural carrying capacity of the river
bed, but in spite of these costly efforts, floods continue to break out and
ruin crops on valley lands. In 1941, it was estimated that the cost of
levee maintenance, crop and highway damage, and other flood damages in
the Rio Grande watershed above the Elephant Butte Reservoir amounted
to $1,000,000.

The increasing flood hazard has forced the Santa Fe Railway Com
pany to move part of its line out of the valley. Matty miles of U. S. High

. way 85 have also been rerouted on higher ground. The business section
of the city of Albuquerque is definitely menaced because it is now lower
than the Rio GraI}de at flood stage. . '

It is .obviousthat the wise use of'land all over the watershed is neces
sary to protect the land from these hazards. The Soil Conservation Service
and other agenci~s are attempting to show the landowners of the water- ,
shed that this interdependency exists, but since these problems do not
affect all parts o~ the watershed equally, landowners are not~sufficiently
aroused in some cases to take the proper preventive measures.

A large part of the Rio Grande watershed is in SOlI Conservation dis
tricts, organized to attack the problem.of land use. When coverage, of the
watershed by districts is complete, a comprehensive at.tack can be made.

However, it is apparent that full control of siltation in the Rio Grande

7
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124 NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW

watershed depends upon three definite programs-the construction of large
reservoirs on the river and major tributaries, the construction of numerous
gully plugs and other upstream engineering structures aU over the water
shed, and finally, land use practices which will allow a protective vegetative
cover to be re-established and maintained.

CYRIL LU~R, District Conservationist
Soil Conservation Service

Department of Agriculture

III

UPSTREAM MANAGEMENT

Water conservation in a broad sense means, not simply the use of
water for economic benefits, but the conservation of the water resources
for the maximum benefit to society as a whole. Water conservation
implies, in addition, efficient use, preservation of the source of our water
supply-timber and vegetative cover at the headwaters of streams, protec
tion of stream banks to prevent gullying in small tributaries, and retard
devices to prevent erosion and ultimate siI~ation of lower stream beds and
reservoirs.

Paradoxically the life and continued usefulness of downstream irriga
tion and power developments are seriously threatened by upstream abuse,
yet the initiation of measures ~o provide for the. best use and conservation
of upstream areas is hampered by objections from downstreaJ1ll users. These
interests 'are apprehensive of, upstream storage, as well as measure~ to aid
in flood and erosioq control. .

Most large irrigation developments are downstream-storage dams to
store water for irrigation of former~ arid lands. Projects invoJving
large reservoirs are more spectacular, produce more for commercial chan
nels, and hence get more public notice. However, the value of the rela
tively few large developments, important as they are in themselves, is far
outweighed by that of the numerous small direct diversi0n systems.up
stream, if we consider the economy of the area and the weUare of people

.of the region.
All the original settlements on the watersheds of the West were up

stream, and irrigation developments here are much older. ·Unregulated
timber cutting "and overgrazing has resulted in denuding the drainage
areas of the tributary streams of their vegetative cover. The runoff is rapid,
both from melting snow in the spring' and from summer rains. There is
an oversupply of water in the spring and early .summer, and critical short
ages occur in late summer and fall when water is needed to mature crops.

Where water is abup.dant in the spring and deficient in late summer,
it is frequently the practice of upstream users to flood their fields and to
overuse water in the hope of saturating their land sufficiently to alleviate

8
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PROBLEMS OF THE RIO GRANDE WATERSHED 125
~ critical dry conditions later. This practice results in the diversion of more

water tharl is needed fdr ,local irrigation. .
Failure to effeet proper conservation at the SOUFce and on tributary

streams results in the depletion of the vegetative cover and the water
holding capacity of the soil and in the accumulation of silt deposits in
lower stream beds-which in turn causes overflow and inundation of ad
jacent areas, the destruction of bridges, highways, farm lands, and homes.
The siltation of large storage reservoirs is of evergrowing concern to down
stream water users. (f. Although small upstream direct diversion develop'
ments are ,older, they can!10t exercise their rights without supplemental
storage. Opportunities for improvements in the'welfare of the people of
the region lie in the improvement of the numerous small direct diversion
systems.

S~all reservoirs are needed in tributary streams. Impounded water
would insure a steady supply and pt.:event ,overuse in the spring and early
summer. ,It would also make use of summer flash floods which contribute
little to downstream storage. A number of small dams on the headwater'S
would serve in a dual capacity: to control floods and to provide an ade
quate supply in late summer for upstream irrigators. Protection of the
upper drainage areas and stream banks, induding the construction of small
reservoirs upstre3;m, would help to regulate stream flow and prevent silta
tion in lower stream beds apd .large t:eservoirs. Upstream farmers, assured
of·a steady supply, would-1tave no ,inclination to overuse water during
seasons of abund~nce. . . I

Investigations indicate that the wise use of all facilities, both natural .
and mechanical, to retard the runoff at or near the source and to provide
for a saturation into the natural reservoirs at the headwaters will not
jeopardize downstream supplies. In fact, some investigations indicate that
such a regulated flow would possibly inn-ease the annual supply for down-
stream reservoirs. ~ ,

. Water conservation, then, demands that the upper watersheds be ade
quately protected, that small upstream dams be constructed, and that all
other retard measures be used to insure a regulated flow of water. The
welfare of all the people in a watershed must be considered. Upstream
farmers must be enabled to exercise their rights, and downstteam residents
must be protected from the- damages of siltation and, floods. From the
institution: of such.conservation measures to prevent floods and silt move
ment and to stabilize and regulate ~ater supplies, will accrue untold bene
fits to the entire watershed without infringement upon the rights of any
section of it~

GLEN GRISHAM, State Director
Farm Security Administration

.. Department of Agriculture
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IV

DOWNSTREAM STRUCTURES

America today stands at the threshold ofa new era-an, era which will
bring into action a revitalized development and conservation of the na
tion's natural and human resources. Following the war, river floods will
be dammed, river navigation will receive attention, flooded areas will be
reclaimed, chronically dry areas will be irrigated, and more of the water
power resources of the continent will b'e harnessed. Whole regions will .
be transformed in the years immediately ahead. Cities and towns will re
ceive .new life blood, the economy of regions will be stabilized; land will
be made to support more people better than ever before.

This is not an idle dream. It is in the planning stage. The Bureau
of Reclamation's inventory for postWar construction and development in
seventeen Western states involves 415 projects, costing approximately five
billion dollars. This planned development of the land and water and
human resources in the West will employ for a period of several years
several hundred thousand persons at the site of ,construction, and many
additional thousands of off-site laborers. In New Mexico alone the Bureau
of ReClamation is investigating and planning for seventeen irrigation and
power developments for the postwar period.

The experience gained in more than forty years of planning, construc
tion, and operation of irrigation, flood control, and power generating proj
ects is being used by the Bureau in designing its program for the immediatei'

future. In these plans, the Bureau is co-operating to the fullest possible
extent with all state and federal agencies. If projects planned for New
Mexico are carried forward to their conclusion, at least 2,000 new farms,
with a proportionate increase of 50,000 persons in the rural and urban
areas of the state, will result. It is estimated that these projects would cost
approximately $175,000,000, with resulting annual benefits of more than
$16,000,000.

In our present approach we ask whether the development of the entire
river basin will return benefits to the people w':l0 live within it commensur
ate with expenditures. This cannot be measured alone in direct cash
returns, but. in the economic development that will be stimulated, the
abatement of the menace of floods, the benefits from river transportation,
the value of municipal and industrial water supplies, an,d other satisfactions
which come from health-giving recreational facilities.

Co-ordinated river basin development is not conceived merely as the
completion of great engineering enterprises, but of laying the economic
foundation for ri9Ier and happier living, which will ~nable our men and
women to perform their necessary economic tasks 'with less effort and
greater profit, and to devote more time to citizenship and cultural growth.. '

10
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That is the way not only to preserve our freedom and, independence as a
nation, but to become a nation of men and women who will be regarded
by other nations as wise and gen~rous, to be envied, not for our wealth
alone, but because we uI\derstand and appreci~te what is good in life,
including a sense of international justice. .

The creation of prosperous and happy communities benefits more than
the people directly involved. Such communities contribute. value to the
entire nation. Their industry enriches the nation and provides a market
for all manner of goods produced in other sections.

. Individual industry is in keeping with the tradition of the West. It
made possible a~war production which astounded ·the world. It, together
with a development of natural resources which mak~s the application of
human energy more effective, is no less important in the economy of eeace. "'!

JOHN L. MuTZ, Acting Area Planning Engineer
Bureau of Reclamation

Department of the Interior

v
PLANT COVER AND THE NATIONAL FOREST

The war' has brought home to .all of us that it is possible, even in this
land of plenty, to have shortages of many things 'formerly taken for granted.
Many of the short items are products' of tire land-some renewable like
tiIJ;lber and grass, and some nonrenewable such as oil and minerals. These

.6 .

shortages naturally lead to more thinking about the management of our
basic resource-the land. When one considers that only a quarter' of the
earth's surface is land and that a considerable part of this, for various
reasons, is not usable for the maintenance of populations, which are increas
ing, the extreme importance of protecting and managing what is available
becomes apparent.

This thought was back of the' estabIi~hment of .the national forests,
the aim being to maintain. the productiveness of the land ,within these
forests so that it would.!£i: continue to produce maximum ryields of the
products for which it was suited and to provide for the distribution of
these products so 'as to render' the "greatest good to the greatest number
in the long run." The New Mexico national forests, of which there are
five wholly within a~d div~ions of two others partly within the state, have
the above Qbjectives. "

Our national (orests include the mountainous portions of the 'state,
since only at the higher elevations is the annual precipitation sufficient for
the growth. of timber. crops. The two broad timber types of New Mexico
are the woodland, composed of juniper, pinon, and oak, and the saw
timber forests of pine, fir, and spruce. The woodland requires from twelve
to seventeen inches of precipitation annually, and the sawtimber forests
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need in excess of nineteen inches. The topography of tile forests is in
general rough and the climate severe, which eliminates the use of the
land for the u~ farm crops. However, regardless of these adverse fac
tors, the land can,~properly protected and managed, be made to yield
on a continuous basis products and services of very great value to the
product so as to ayoid high cost of importing lumber from distant states.
people living on or near them.

Complete agreement as to the most important values received from'
these properties is not possible. The recreationist naturally would place
the cool climate and scenery high on the list. The fisherman and hunter'
would have decided opinions and place a good game and fish supply first.
The locai purchaser of timber would press for a continuous supply of this
The farmer in the valley dependent on a readily available supply of water
would vote "yes" to the importance of the forest as a produqtive watershed.
The stockman would also be present to say a word for the value of the
forage on winter ranges and especially on the summer ranges at higher
elevations. The management of the. national forests must tale into account
these various viewpoints and direct the growing and· harvesting of the
products so as to maintain a How of all products consistent with the quality
of soil and amount of precipitation.

It is relatively easy to maintain the producing capacity of land if it is
retained .in virgin condition, but the job becomes progressively difficult
when such a diversity of crops must be grown and harvested and new
crops started. .

The timber resources on the national. forests are managed on a "sus
tained yield" basis. This requires that the volume of timber removed each
year shall not exceed the growth. ,Starting with virgin stanqs, the problem
is to harvest the portion that is ripe for cutting, leaving the y~unger portion
with added space !or growth as a reserve stand to form t4e basis for a
second cut and to produce seed for the starting of a new timber crop which
in later years can again be harvested. Under local climatic conditions,
light rainfall and relatively short growing seasons, growth is naturally slow;

. but sufficient time has elapsed since the forests have been under protection
and management to demonstrate that the sustained yield system will and
does ~ork since some of the early cutover land has produced a second cut
of timber and is now growing future crops.

The same ge.,neral sustained yield is the aim in managing the forage
resource. It is necessary, if the land is to be protected from the destructive
ravages of erosion and if the vigor of forage plants is to be maintained, to
protect the density and quality of plant cover. This in the long run will
yield a continuous supply of food for domestic livestock and game, meeting
the d~mand of the stockman and hunter and sustaining, watershed cover
in good condition. Plant cover is essential to prevent erosion. It cushions

NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW
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the fall of rain and 'delays runoff so that the moisture required to nourish
plants and to feed spr~ngs has a better;opportunity to be absorbed in the

il .so .. ;,
The mountains of New Mexiqp, ,Lrgely within the national forests,

are the major producing watersheds from which comes the water to fill
storage reservoirs so essential to farm.ing in the state. MJlch late fall and
winter.precipitation a~ the higher elevations comes in the form ,of snow
which banks up and melts in the spring over a rather extended period.
This moisture in part replenishes underground water sources feeding moun
tain springs and streams during the ,dry summer period and providing sup'
plies fot large reservoirs. ."

The maintenance of a timber stand and a good forage cover goes a
long way toward preserving in place the good rich topsoil which is essential
if ,any land is, to continue growing the products needed to support a popu
lation. Consequently, in all phases of national forest operation this need'
is kept in the foreground. Once the productive capacity of the land is
severely impaired it is only a short time before this loss is reflected in the
economic copdition of the dependent p<?pulation.

Between the soil, trees, grass, and springs of the.watershed and valley
,dwellers there. is a life chain. There is an interdependence of GOpS and
services; houses in the valley are bunt of timber from the mountains;
alfalfa grown in the valley. finds its. market through the livestock raised in

. the hills., But most important are the little streams which join and grow
into the "Big River," ,because without them there would be no crops in
the ·valley. If that chain is not kept strong the valley cannot prosper.

" P. V. WOODHEAD, Regional Forester
United States Forest Service'
Department of Agriculture

PRO B L EMS OF THE RIO G RAN DE W ATE R SHE D 129
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VI
THE 'PUEBLOS-GooD NEIGHBORS

In the latter part of the sixteenth c~ntury, the Conquistadores entered
what is now New Mexico, following the course of the Rio Grande north
ward and claiming the land for Spain. The Spanish Crown, in accepting
these claims, recognized the ,prior occupancy rights of the Pueblo Indians,
an essentially agricultural people who had long since established fortified
villages along the valley as a means of securing themselves against their
enemies. In recognition of prior occupancy rights, the Spanish government
granted land to the Pueblo Indians. Such land constituted square' or
rectangular areas surrounding their villages and became known as Spanish
Crown grants. .

The Mexican government, during its brief ascendancy in this region,
recognized and honored the Spanish Cro~, grants, as did likewise the
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United States when, in accordance witli the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
1849, the region became incorporated into the Union as the Territory of
New Mexico. Congress subsequently confirmed these grants by issuing
patents in the name of each pueblo.

The Pueblo I~dians have, since long before the coming of the Spanish,
occupied the approximate present sites of their villages except when they
were -forced from them at the point of "the sword or because of devastations
by fire or Hood or the failure of the water supply. Archaeological remains'
along the Pajarito Plateau reveal that the Indian homes hugged the dimin
ishing water supply of the springs iIj ever-narrowing circles before the
people moved into the valley to ta~dvantage of the life-giving water of
the river. There the Spanish, upon their arrival, found extensive and
ingeniously developed Indian irrigation systems already in existence.

These primitive irrigation systems. have subsequently been .improved
and modernized under the direction of the United States Indian Service.
The Service, through the United Pueblos Agency, has likewise installed
stock waterings, dams, reservoirs and diversions, and instituted measures
calculated to combat the forces of erosion. Programs to promote proper
farm and range management have been instituted, and modem equipment
and approved methods have been introduced.

In brief. the objective of the Agency's resources department may be
said to be to encourage the fullest possible' use 9f resoiIrces consistent with
sustained yield. This involves, among other things, the rotation of crops,
the regeneration of the soil and limitation of the livestock load to the
established carrying capacity of the range. The responsibility for preserva
tion of natural resources applies to the original Spanish Crown grants and
to two other principal types of land used by the Indians: r~servations made
available for Indian use by Executive Order, and Government purchase
areas.

To insure economic and social independence to the Pueblo Indian
constitutes the Agency's ultimate objective. His econ<?mic level raised, and
equipped with knowledge of matters beyond his present physical and spiri
tual horizons, he will ultimately share ,to the fullest the benepts of the citi
zenship which is his.

In the meantime. and in direct relation to this objective. it is the
opinion of the Agency that a "watershed approach" should at all times
be preserved. No net gain in the solution of watershed problems will be
accomplished if the interests of one group are served to the detriment of
thgse of another. Let it not be forgotten that the greatest resource of any
given ar~a is its citizenry. no matter how rich or poor it may be in other
respects. Regional planning which is not conceived and executed with
human values as its core of, motivation is doomed to failure.

- Any permanent solution should tak~ into consideration the rights and
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needs of all persons, all groups, all interests dependent upon the watershed
for their livelihood.," Each of these elements should have a full voice in
any planning for the solution of watershed problems. Sucl1 planning
would naturally, I assume, also take the fullest possible advantage and
make the fullest possible use of the facilities" of existing agencies-federal,
state, county, municipal, and private. *

The co-ordination of the interests of the inhabitants, as well as of the
facilities available to' established agencies, would, in my·estimation, result in
insuring the utmost in economic a~d social benefit to all resident citizens
in the watershed. The experience of the TVA, and the proposals to estab
lish river valley authorities in all parts of the nation, either patterned on the
TVA or under the aegis of" an established governmental department, give .
rise to the thought that perhaps in'this direction lies the ultimate solution
to the complex problems of the Rio Grande watershed.

Whatever the sponsorship, the Pueblo Ind\ans, whose past cultural apd
economic contributions to the area are admittedly of incalculable value,
stand" ready to assume their full" share of the responsibility for the further
ance of their own stake in the valley's future, as well as that of their
neighbors.

'."

JOHN G. EVANS, General Superintendent
United Pueblos ·Agency

United States Indian Service
Department of the Interior

VII
THE SOIL MANTLE AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The forces of nature such as wind, rain, snow, freezing, and thawing
have, since the beginning of time, been engaged in a never-ending effort to
reduce the earth's surface to a common plain. In order to combat the
effect of these forces and hold. them in check, nature lias but one agency~ 
the vegetative cover. The function of vegetation is, (1) to protect the
soil mantle; (2) to sustain life. Life and civilization as we know them
today are dir~ct1y dependent for their" existence upon the products of the
soil. It follows theteforethat nature intended tJ;J.at fOfage should be used,
but what we must learn is the degree to which suCh utilization may be
made without impairing its ability to protect effectively the soil resources.
Man in his use of the forage resources has the power to elect on which
side he will align himself. Destruction of the protective vegetative cover
through continued ,overgrazing or unwise harvesting of the timber or b~sh
cover, exposes the soil mantle to, the full effect of the degrading agencies,
with the result that the soil, whicli has taken centuries to ,develop, is carried
away to the sea and forever lost. Conversely, with proper utilization. and
management of the forage and timber resources, man is allied with the
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one agency of nature designed to protect and preserve the soil and thus
becomes an active member in the field of conservation.

The character of the streams Howing out of an area serves as a fairly
dependable guide as to the general conditio~ of the vegetative cover of the
stream basin. Clear streams, Howing in well-defined channels, generally
indicate a stabilized soil, whereas meandering, silt-laden streams indicate
an unstabilized condition. The Rio Grande is of the latter type,
but it is not to be assumed that the entire basin is so affected. As a matter
of fact, a major portion of the silt load is contributed by a num~er of the
larger tributaries, and it is in these basins that it is reasonably safe to con
clude that the vegetative cover has lost much of its ability to hold the soil
in check.

Steps to provide for more effective erosion control in these basins stand
out as one of. the major problems confronting the agencies concerned in
planning for an over-all program for development of the Rio Grande
basin. The problem is further intensified by the extremely complex land
status. The success of control measures such as regulated grazing, aug
mented by the construction of mechanized structures of various types,
will depend to a very great extent UP9n the degree of co-operation had
with owners of the privately controlled land.

The author does not wish to leave the impression that it is possible
to eliminate entirely the silt problem. Softness of the surface formations,
together with the torrential nature of the storms, is a factor that cannot
be entirely overcome. There is no reason. for not believing, however, that
under a pr?perly co-ordinated program the silt load may be materially
reduced.

The Rio Grande watershed is located in parts of three grazing dis
tricts in New Mexico and one in Colorado. Administration of the public
grazing lands within these districts is authorized by the Taylor Grazing Act
approved June 28, 1934 (48 Stat., 1269), as amended June 26, 1936, and
July 14, 1939. In this act Congress recognized grazing as the highest use of
the larger part of the remaining public lands, and established objectiv-es
for the control of the lands: "To stop injury to the public grazing lands
by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide for' their
o!derly use, improvements, and development, to stabilize the livestock
industry dependent upon the public range and for other purposes."

Much has been accomplished towards carrying out the objectives of
the Taylor Act during the relatively short time the public lands located
within the Rio Grande watershed have been under administration.
In carrying out this program the livestock operators have been most co
operative and the progress that has been made is -due in a large measure
to their ability to see and realize the need for protecting the forage cover
on which they depend for grazing. With not to exceed 30 per cent of the
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E. R. GREENSLET, RegionafGTa~ieT
United States Grazing Service

Department of the Interior

Rio Grande drainage basin under jurisdiction of the Grazing Service,
it is manifestly impossible to accomplish a great deal towards a complete
solution of the problem. The program of all' land-management agen- .
cies operating within the basin mUst be co-ordinated and expanded to
include all land-public, state, and private-if the objectives of the over-all
program are to be realized.

VIII

THE COUNTY AGENT AND THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE

There is a group of watershed residents which until relatively recently
has derived only small benefit from -governmental agencies, whether fed
eral, state" or county. There are some 250 Spanish-An:ierican families living
in the mountainous areas in the southeastern corner of Bernalillo County.
When three years ago the County Agricultural Extension Agent first under
took to assis.t these neglected people he found the older 'ones among them
so wedded to their traditional way of life as to b~ resentful of intrusAon
and resistant to the advice of outsidc:;rs. It was for this reason that lhe
younger and more amenable people were concentrated upon-and -with
success. Four-H clubs were organized, entrants into the Sears Roebuck
replacement pig contest were secured, and certified corn, bean, and potato
,seed clubs were established. Sixty-three children under the age of 'eighteen
were enrolled in the potato dub; and, despite the fact that they had never
cultivated this crop before, many of them won prizes in a contest conducted
by the Kiwanis Club. The children are 'making a good start; but, curiously
enough, their efforts are limited by a bottleneck: not directly related to
agriculture.. This bottleneck is Toads. ,

In this forty-seven-mile-wide valley, roads, for all practical purposes,
are nonexistent. Such as exist, even under the most favorable· weather

"conditions, are frequently not negotiable.. There are but six bridges in
the whole region, all of them unsafe. Roads, consequently, are a primary
and pressing need of ,these isolated and impoverished people-ro~ds to per
mit the introduction of certified seed, improved breeds of stock, modem.
farm machinery, and equipment for digging wells and- installing water
conservation structures; roads to facilitate the marketing of agricultural
produce and livestock products; roads, over which a monthly motor clinic
may bring medical aid to a people who ha:ve never enjoyed such benefits;
roads t<:> enable the children to attend 's&hol where they may learn to·
read English and to appreciate the advantages which are to be derived
from diversification, crop rotation, regeneration of the soil, and other
modem agricultural methods. Delegates £tom this area have not been
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of. money donated for shelving, there were
no books in the area. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they" vol~ntarily foregather to hear those qf ~eir number who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud.

Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agri
cultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need~

At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people constitute a.large potential source of com, feed, poul
try, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire'milk needs of the city.
And the "area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's econ
omy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their pro
duce by two and a half times-a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.

The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil con
servation and regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modem farm and range management m.ethods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particu
lar' people-aims which strike at the heart of their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an, adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers
on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between busi
ness, industry, finance, and agriculture. For it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy.
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.

CECIL PRAGNELL, Agricultural Extension Agent
Bernalillo County
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THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT

. The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-'
servancy District in the late twenties,_ authorizing an appraisal.and asses~

. ment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the El Vado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba"
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irrigation
and flood control on' the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of the Elephant Butte Lake. . The District. is operated by a. board of
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District.
The directors: serve without compensation and are removable at the
pleasure of the court.

The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 15,O,000.acres of Rio Grande land, one half of which is under culti
vation at present. .The tax levied each year against the 'farm land in the
District for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about
$4.50 per acre. per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country~ The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inasmuch as only 80
per cent 01 the taxes levied each year are paid. the directors' are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.

Inasmuch as this whole area is well populated and there is no coloniza
tion problem before the District, and because the winters are mild and
the summers not too· hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis-
trict could support a million people. .

The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureau have both made
surveys and have expressed a willingness to constl11ct flood control, irriga
tion, and power development dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at government ex
pense within the next few years, as that is ~e kind of work that the gov
ernment feels itself responsiple for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.

In nonnal times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms. there being very few large 0Rerations,.which is a desirable condition.
People of thre~ bloods occupy the District 'with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian. the Spanish-American, and'the Anglo. .

Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting s~me, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
butter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside..
Vegetables are tran~ported in huge r~frigerated truckS from Arizona .and
California to the market, but local· vegetables would be preferable.
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
Business is eager to see it get started as soon as possible. The bonded
indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it may be transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the investors holding the bills must be paid.
At present what the Conservancy District officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to start toward carrying out the plan·
roughly outlined abOve. It is necessary to find out what the people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
within the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislatu·re :and is a political subdivision of the state
with pOwers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have been
completed, all parties and interests, including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding. which
will be necessary. will have to take its coursp through all the courts and
pouibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is neces-'rUy a long
proced~re and it is important that it be instituted at the earlliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earllieat pouible
time.' .

That is the attitude of informed businessmen Rntl womttn and l>roP'
efty ownert /lnd invelton as I baV(l found it,

f 'r ,." ,r L ' 1"";:>" -li).o,1_ v ...... __ .,Ll..&.. .-...... ,-,-1.-J. .!. .....&.4·

t - - .. '
agement and downstream structures. These overlap and must necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have fOrIJlulatedcomprehensive.
plans for' large-scale improvements which. having been co-ordinated, are
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer Corps, whose

.primary interest is storage for damage control, and the United States
Reclamation ~ervice, which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is befng promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these two' groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service. ,the Indian Service,
the Grazing Service, the County Agricultural Extension ~nt. and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. .
, Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agendes. reo
sponsible for the administration and dev.elopnient of State land•• namely.
the State 14lnd ,Office and the ORrce of the State Engineer. Had apace
permitted. the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting' ASpects of the watershed, which are under the
direction of the FiBli and Wildlife St!fVice ~f the Dol,anmcnt of the
Interi.,f. the State Department of Game and Fish, the United Statea
National Pal'lt 8tn'\'ioo, and the United Statel Forelt Servia:,-

The wOI'k of aU thcae apneici t. hampered by • complicated and. in
mAny place•• checker-boarded Innd pnttern, by tht oftf'n divergent intCJ'8tl
..LU~O:-lll iJL.. _l:lpU':· .... _1l::1 ..$ '.le '1 'J . •,' r~ ,. :llC1L 'U agelll:) L~ <:. ~ •.t.m:i[\~c <Jl
created to assure the co-ordination of. pre-existing agencies.

No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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able to sign their names to petitions that some attention be paid by polio
ticians to their pressing needs. Until recently, when three private libraries
were started with the assistance of money donated for shelving, there were
nO'books in the ~ea. Yet, so avid for learning have the people become,
that they -voluntarily foregather to hear those of their Dumber who know
English read agricultural bulletins to them aloud. .

Work among these backward people is abundantly rewarding, not only
because of their growing appreciation for assistance, but because their
lands are among the richest in the county. Removal of the bottleneck
imposed by the lack of roads would not only immeasurably improve their
economic state but would make available to the city of Albuquerque agri
cultural and livestock products of which that community is sorely in need.
At the present time, 90 per cent of the city's wood supply derives from this
area. These people 'constitute a. large potential source of corn, feed, poul
try, meat, eggs, and vegetables. The region is capable of developing a
dairy industry which would supply nearly the entire milk needs of the city.
And the area is in many ways ideally suited to fruit growing. It is such
communities as these which form. the foundation of the watershed's econ-

.omy-a fact which war shortages have re-emphasized. It is estimated that
in the course of two years the advantages which the introduction of roads
would bring to these people would increase the present value of their pro
duce by two and a half times.,....a matter of some quarter of a million dollars.

. The long-range objectives of the county agent's program include many
of those referred to in the foregoing sections of this symposium-soil con
servation ~nd regeneration; crop rotation and diversification; education in
proper land use and modern farm and range management methods. To
these classic aims are added others specifically applicable to these particu
lar people-aims which strike at the heartof their problems. These include
the construction of the aforementioned roads in order that the barrier to
aid by the county agent and by state and federal agencies may be thrown
down; assistance in securing for these people an adequate market for their
produce; development in the community of widespread interest and local
pride in agriculture; guidance in establishing returning war veteran farmers

, on the soil; and the development of a spirit of co-operation between busi
ness, industry, finance, and agriculture. F.or it is only through realization
of the necessity for integration of each and every facet of our economy,
however small, that the fullest possible development of the watershed may
be achieved.

CECIL PRACNELL, Agricultural Exte:sion Agent
Bernalillo County
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~

THE CONSERVANCY DISTRICT < ~

The New Mexico Legislature created the Middle Rio Grande Con-·
servancy District In the late twenties, authorizing an appraisal and assess
ment and the borrowing of about nine million dollars which was used to
build the EI yado Flood and Irrigation Control Dam in Rio Arriba
County and the construction of levees and riverside drains for irri~tion

and· flood control on the Rio Grande from Pena Blanca to the head
of th~ Elephant Butte Lake. The Di~trict is operated by a board of·
directors appointed by the senior judge of the Second Judicial District~·

The <Iirectors serve without compensation and' are removable at the
pleasure of the court.

The District was set up to bring under irrigation and flood control
about 150,000 acres of Rio Grande land, one half ol which is under culd- .
vation at present. The tax levied each year against the farm land in the
District for bond retirement, interest, and operation amounts to about,
$4.50 per acre per year, which is one of the lowest-cost operations in the
country. The physical condition of the levees, drains, and canals is fair.
Much work could be done to improve them, but inas~uch as only 80
per cent of the taxes levied each year are ,paid, the directors· are limited in
the amount of money they can spend on the upkeep of the District works.

Inasmuch as this.whole area is well populated and there is no coloniza
tion problem before the District,. and bl!cause the winters are mild and
the summers not too hot, some people have the expectation that the Dis-~

trict could support a million people. . ..
The Army Engineers and the Reclamation Bureiu have both made

surveys and have expressed a willingness to construct:rfl()od c-ontrol, irriga
tion, and power '<1evelopment dams at three or four places in the District.
Without much doubt, some of this work will be done at gOvernment ex
pense within the next few years, as that is the kind of work that the gov
ernment feels itself responsible for. Such work will give employment to
many thousands of men returning from the wars.

In norma1. times most of the land of the valley is used for subsistence
farms, there being very few large operations, which is a desirable condition.
Peo}ille of three bloods occupy the District with more or less success-the
immemorial Indian, the Spanish-American, and the Anglo. .

Principal farming activities of the District are the growing of alfalfa,
com, wheat, vegetables, and dairying. Though the District is capable of
raising all its own needs and exporting some, at present alfalfa, com, wheat,
putter, cream, and milk are 'brought into the District from the outside.
Vegetables are transported in huge refrigerated trucks from Arizona and
California to the market, but local vegetables would be preferable.
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The following are the few simple needs of the District:

1. For the people who live on the small farms to pay their 'taxes, which
are not large, without expecting the politicians to save them from tax
paying as they have done in the past.

2. The organization, whether co-operatively or privately, of vegetable
and fruit-packing concerns to handle local produce.. , .

To take a broader view of our needs, history shows us that postwar
periods have been times of unrest. Returning war veterans have tradi
tionally demanded an <?pportunity to make an honest living. No one
in his right mind would deny them this privilege. The absence of oppor
tunity is a cause of revolution. We in this country-possibly rashly, pos
sibly unthinkingly-have promised jobs to millions of war veterans. Indus
try cannot be expected to absorb them all. Hope lies in the direction of
the government-approved development of our natural resources, and in
making them accessible; in the building of dams and roads and waterways.
Through this means, both our human and our natural resources are served.
New Mexico should claim its fair share of such development.

ALBERT G. SIMMS, Chairman
MidsUe Rio Grande Conservancy District

x
THE BUSINESSMAN

I have been asked to discuss briefly the attitude of busineSs "as to the
way the watershed problems of the middle Rio Grande vallex might be
solved." This, of course, means the solution of the problems of the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District, which comprises all of the irrigable land
in the middle Rio Grande valley, the area from White Rock Canyon to the,
village of San Antonio in Socorro County, a distance of 150 miles.

Wh!le the reclamation of the irrigable area is a major problem, the
problem 'of adequate flood protection is of equal importance; first, because
the reclamation of the area of irrigable land cannot be carried out suc
cessfully without flood protection; and, second, because flood protection
is necessary for the safety and further growth of the cities, towns, and
villages along the river within this 150-mile' area.

The total area within tile exterior boundaries of the conservancy dis
trict is approximately 210,000 acres, of which 123,000 acresi are within
the benefited limits, that is to say, subject to agricultural development
and use. Of this 123,000 acres, about 20,000 are Indians landS, and about
5;000 acres are taken up by cities, towns, and rights-of-way of railroads
and highways, leaving approximately 98,000 acres of non-Indian agricul
tural lands subject to irrigation and cultivation. In 1944 approximately
75,000 acres were in some form of cultivation.
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It is apparent at once that business must be in favor of the full devel-
opment of this entire area and that" it is strongly in favor of adequate
and permanent flood protection at the earliest possible time.

& Unfortunately, a majority of businessmen and property owners in the
district, both urban and rural, are not fully informed as to the conditions
surrounding the origin and clevelopment- of the Conservancy District.
There is a vague idea among the., people, including 'perhaps a majority
of businessmen and investors, that the United States Bureau of Reclama
tion can come into this district, take over its indebtedness, and relieve
landowners, investors, and all ..other interested people of all their debts,
with the federal government benevolently paying the bills. Of course, this
will be found to De impossible as a growing number of people acquaint
themSelves with the problem. ~

No project carried out by the United States Reclamation Service re
lieves the landowners of the cost of construction and operation. In all
such districts cost of construction is assessed against the land and is payable
over a long period of years. ' Operating costs of the land, that is, the fur
nishing of water, cleaning and repairing of main irrigation canals, and
upkeep of drainage canals, are paJ!able by the landowner or operato~ on

.. the basis of an annual charge.
There is an idea in some quarters that the operating expenses of the

, Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District are excessive. .This is not the
case. Investigation will disclose that the operating costs of this district
are lower than any other United States 'Reclamation Service project.

During recent years an increasing number of. businessmen and land
owners have, given careful study and thought to the over-all solution of
the problems of the district, that is t~ say, the control of flood waters from
the"tributaries of the Rio Grande and its watersheds and the building of
adequate defenses against possible disastrous floods which might cause
enormous dam:age, not only to the agricultural area, but to the city of
Albuquerque and the smaller towns and villages Viithin the district. As a
matter of course, business favors the solution of th~~e problems at the
earliest possible time. ~

Informe.d opinion strongly advises the carrying out of plans which
have been made after a long period of investigation by United States
Army Engineers and engineers of the Reclamation Service, in co-operation
with the officials of the Conservancy District. Roughly, this plan provides
for the construction of three and possibly four dams along the river which
would impetfe ~ood waters of tributary streams, check silting, and hold
back the flow of floodwater; second, the channeling of the river; third,
the construction of permanent flood defenses; and finally, the placing' of
theirrigable area under the supervision of the United States Reclamation
Service.
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At the best this proposed solution will require a great deal of time.
;< Business is eager to se~ it get started as soon as possible. The bonded

indebtedness of the district, no matter to what agency it mayb~ transferred,
will remain. It is a debt and the iI\¥estors holding the bills nlust be paid.
At present what the Conservancy DiStrict officials want, and what informed
businessmen want, is authority to st~rt toward carrying out the plan
roughly outlined above: It is necessary to find out what the, people want
-the landowners in the valley and the owners of property and business
Within" the confines of the district. The district was organized in 1927
under an act of the legislature and is a political subdivision !of the state
with powers to finance conservancy improvements. When plans have been

, ' ..
completed, all parties and interests," including the state government, will
have their day in court. It is not unlikely that this proceeding, which
will be necessary, will have to take its course through all thei courts and
possibly to the Supreme Court of the state. That is necessarily a long
procedure and it is important, that it be'instituted at the earliest possible
moment and that authority to proceed be obtained at the earIlest possible
time.

That is the attitude of informed businessmen and womeIil and prop
erty owners and investors as I have found it."

OSCAR LOVE, Vi.ce-President
Albuquerque National Trust and Savings Bank

SUMMARY

To summariz~ the problems of the Rio Grande watershed would, re
quire the,wisdom of Solomon. Yet possibly a useful purpose would be
served if an attempt were made to draw together the threads which run
through the' foregoing sections.

It has been pointed out that in an essentially agricultural and stock-.
raising state such as New Mexico, the manner in which the soil and water
problems are solved reaches directly into the pocketbooks and lives of
every individual. This concept has beel?- expressed in terms of a life chain
which includes the trees of the forestlands, the springs and streams along
the slopes. the vegetative cover of the plains, the water which (inds its way
int<? the irrigation ditches, and the residents of the valley. The links in

( this ·chain have meaning to the people in terms of timber; jforage, and,
food. The life chain must be strong if the valley is to prosper. No link'
in the chain shoulp be neglected-both for its own sake and Jor the sake
of maintaining an unbroken progression of interdependent benefits.

There are two major aspects of the watershed problem: upstream man
agement and downstream structures. These overlap and muSt: necessarily
be worked out together. Two agencies have formulated ~"CoJnprehensive.

plans for large-scale improvements which: having been co-ordinated, are
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being executed. These are the United States Army Engineer ~o ps~ whose
primary interest is storage for damage control, and 'the UnIted States
Reclamation Service, .which stores for irrigation. Watershed management,
on the other hand, is being promoted by several general agencies including
the Soil Conservation Service and the Farm Security Administration. The
work of these t'Y0 groups of agencies is being supplemented by that of
services whose activities are restricted .respectively to lands of particular
status. These include, among others, the Forest Service, the Indian Service,
the Grazing Se~rvice, the County Agricultural Extension Agent, and the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. i '

Space and circumstance have excluded statements from agencies re
sponsible for 'the administration and development of State lands, namely,
the State Land Office and the Office of the State Engineer. Had space

. permitted, the symposium would have benefited by enlargement upon the
recreational and sporting aspects of the watershed, Which are under the
direction of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the
Interior, the State Department of Game and Fish, the United States
National Park Service, and the United States Forest Service.

The work of all these agencies. is hampered by a complicated and, in
many places, checker-boarded land pattern, by the often divergent interests
of economic groups, and 1}y failure of the general public to appreciate the
gravity of the problem. If;<

. Attention has been drawn to the fact that all groups have a stake in
the watershed-farmers, stockmen, lumbermen, sportsmen, vacationists, in
dustrialists dependent upon hydroelectric power, and the resident and
businessman whose welfare depen.d upon .the general prosperity of the

.watershed and whose very safety rests upon the extent to which the forces
of nature are properly utilized and the habitability qf the valley main
tained. ,

It has been p.ointed out that the fullest possible development of the
natural resource·s of an area not only makes for greater profit with less effort
and for a fuller life with more leisure, but also' strengthens the general
fabric of the state (Uld of the nation at large, anq for$ifies our position
among the family of nations. .

The important of close integration of the services of. all agencies has
been stressed. It has been stated that the Anderson Bill, which places
emphasis upon the Reclamation Service and the Army Engineers, may, if
_passed, provide a .vehicle for the promotion of such" integration. And
always in the offing is the possibility of establishing an adaptation of an
authority principle such as the TVA, in which an agency is appointed or
created to assure the co-ordination of pre-existing agencies.

No matter what vehicles are selected, the warning, is sounded that
positive action is imperative if the continued deterioration of the watershed
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1

is to be forestalled, and that in ·such action the people muSt.play a promi-
nent part. How intelligent, how unselfish, how farsighted their action
proves t!J be will depend upon the extent to which they post themselves
upon the conditions which prevail and upon the remedial m~asures which
ar~ capab!e of correcting them. '

It was for the purpose of clarifying some of the, complex issues involved
that this symposium-admittedly incomplete and purposely non-contro-

,versial-has been" undertaken. In the final analysis, the gOlrerning factor
is what the people want and how badly they want it. Agencies-federal,
state, and county-have been created to translate the people's wishes into
action-a fact which, curiously enough, is sometimes lost sight of. An era
of re-employment of war veterans and of postwar government ~pending is
at hand. It remains for the people to express their mature and well-
considered will. 'it

~

THOMAS NICKERSON, Administrative Assistant
United Pueblos Agency

Unite<l States Indian Service
Department of the Interior

\ ,
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